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Frail Identities along 
the Canadian Shield 
Alessandro Carrera 
Review-essay on Contrasts: Comparative Essays on Italian-Canadian 
Writing, edited by Joseph Pivato. Montreal: Guernica, 1985; sec-
ond edition, 1991 
No definition of ethnicity escapes the Foucauldian exclusion 
procedure according to which the identity of an ethnic communi-
ty is mainly a response created and shaped precisely by the same 
discursive practices that have defined, from the outside, the com-
munity itself. It is paradoxical that ethnic minorities, to foster 
their identity, often give an image of themselves that would have 
not existed outside the minority status accorded by the majority, 
thus granting to the majority, by tacit definition, the privilege of 
not being "ethnic" at all. This powerful case of dialectic-through-
exclusion creates cultures that find their actual survival in their 
being left out of the "mainstream" discursive practices at work in 
the society. 1 Confronted with the growing perplexity that arises 
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from this situation, an increasing number of "ethnic" intellectuals 
is questioning whether reinforcing ethnic identification is a move 
toward emancipation or toward conservatism. 2 Is ethnic identifi-
cation leading forward, toward the acceptance of the new, or 
backward, to the mere retention of the past? Can such an "archa-
ic" value as ethnic identity really permit new reactions to new 
conditions? To answer these questions we must interrogate eth-
nicity thoroughly in its double nature-not only as an "archaic" 
value, but also as a "postmodern" one, a matter of cultural con-
sent as much as of bloodline. 3 The ambiguity of the notion of eth-
nicity lies in its being both a point of arrival and a point of 
departure. In the case of Italian immigrants to North America, the 
awareness of being ethnic Italians did not precede their landing 
on the new soil. Due to the fragmented history of Italy, the immi-
grants retained their loyalty and their sense of belonging to their 
village, to their city or, at best, to their region. Italy was mainly an 
abstraction for them. When they were forced by their new condi-
tion to see themselves as an ethnic community, being (and becom-
ing) Italian became for them both fate and decision, carrying out 
an entire array of social expectations that the new community had 
to fulfill in order to acquire and strengthen its old-new identity. 
As a point of arrival, ethnicity had to define itself against (and by 
the means of) the mainstream. As a point of departure, and after 
generations of sons of immigrants, ethnicity can not help by chal-
lenging the very notion of mainstream, and, as a necessary conse-
quence, the very notion of ethnic identity. The challenge does not 
come without risks, yet for the ethnic writer this is the only battle-
field worth fighting. Ethnic literature (and cinema as well, but 
here we will focus on literature) finds its role today only on this 
shifting ground. The relationship between literature and ethnicity 
is actually dangerous for both, but the danger still awaits to be 
recognized in its nature. The result is the reciprocal strengthening 
of the ethnic community and its literature or the disintegration of 
both. A richly developed ethnic literature, this is the point, is not 
ethnic anymore; it has entered another realm. Such danger is very 
present to the mind of the theorists of an ethnic-oriented culture. 
Defensively, they try to apply to ethnic writings a comfortable 
adaptation of the notion of "minor literature" as it has been pro-
posed in 1976 by Deleuze and Guattari: Minor literature as a liter-
ature whose language "is affected with a high coefficient of 
deterritorialization," whose cramped space "forces each individu-
al intrigue to connect immediately to politics," and where "every-
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thing takes on a collective value." Indeed, "precisely because tal-
ent isn't abundant in a minor literature, there are no possibilities 
for an individuated enunciation that would belong to this or that 
'master' and that could be separated from a collective enuncia-
tion."4 Let us put aside for now the glory of a literature without 
masters. That a literary enunciation may "connect immediately to 
politics" makes us immediately suspicious. Suspicion increases if, 
instead of relying solely upon Deleuze and Guattari, we bother to 
read their source, Kafka's diaries. It is true that Kafka was aware 
of the "deterritorialization" of his own situation, as a German-
speaking Jew in the Czech nation. He was a member of a minority 
which nonetheless enjoyed the cultural privilege of sharing the 
language of the ruling German class and of its literature. 
Pondering the contradictions of his own situation, Kafka even 
came to the point of defining "impossible" the endeavor of 
Prague Jewish writers (letter to Max Brod of June 1921). It is also 
true that Kafka recognized and even admired the collective 
appeal of the literature of "small nations" (kleine Nationen), like 
Polish-Jewish and Czech literatures, and admitted that communi-
ties do need a literature that is just the keeping of the diary 
(Tagebuchfiihren einer Nation). Themes like the settling of contrasts 
between fathers and sons, as well as quick connections between 
literature and politics, are better dealt within a kleine Litteratur 
than in a grosse Litteratur like the German one. Nonetheless Kafka 
perceived acutely his estrangeness to minor literatures and, even 
though there are no derogatory overtones in his calling those liter-
atures "minor," he knew that "non-minor" literature is simply not 
just the diary of its people, and that the price that kleine 
Litteraturen pay is the lack of real talent and the "universal 
delight" that is taken "in the literary treatment of petty themes 
[kleiner Themen] whose scope is not permitted to exceed the capac-
ity of small enthusiasm and which are sustained by their polemi-
cal possibilities." 5 
To anyone who chooses to raise the flag of minor literature as 
the true expression of an ethnic minority, it has to be reminded 
that in the Western literature of the 20th century the dividing line 
between "minor" and "non-minor" literature goes not along eth-
nic lines but along the central notion of the identity of the subject. 
"Minor" literature claims that its subject is dismembered due to 
purely contingent reasons (i. e., the immigration) and aims at re-
constructing its personal identity as well as the identity of its 
group. On the contrary, "non-minor" literature, since Modernism 
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had its dawn, has undertaken the task of questioning and disman-
tling every assumption of identity. "Minor" literature dwells on 
foundation myths without really creating them; its job is re-work-
ing and preserving them, often with the result of involuntarily 
wearing them out. "Non-minor" modern literature is the ultimate 
threat to any foundation myth. Just by the means of its endless 
affabulation, "non-minor" literature has corroded any notion of 
"foundation" or "grounding." One Hundred Years of Solitude is the 
perfect example of a foundation myth that destroys itself to the 
point of never having existed, except in the literature that shaped 
it. True, Garcia Marquez is a "national" writer, not an "ethnic" 
one. But who or what decides where he belongs, if not the sheer 
threshold of modernity (or postmodernity) that he has been able 
to cross? 
Theorists of ethnic literature do not seem to have fully 
grasped the complexity of these questions. In "Bound by Distance: 
Italian-Canadian Writing as Decontextualized Subaltern," 
Pasquale Verdicchio asserts that Italian-Canadian writers like 
Antonio D' Alfonso, Marco Micone, and Dire Michelut are 
expressing a degree of "coscientization" (the word is taken from 
Paolo Freire) that would have been unattainable in the Italian 
national context. They represent a flourishing of "organic intellec-
tuals" in purely Gramscian terms, on the verge of constituting 
themselves as an "historical bloc." "The difference between the 
organic intellectual and the traditional intellectual" writes 
Verdicchio, "resides in the fact that the organic intellectual acts as 
an agent for its constituency of origin, while the traditional intel-
lectual abandons that constituency in order to join and represent 
the interests of the official culture." 6 It is our hope that Italian-
Canadian writers will not let themselves be entangled in such 
delusions. The question seems trivial, but it is worth asking: Is 
this constituency of origin an "ethnic" or a "political" one? Have 
we distorted Gramsci to the point of confusing social class with 
ethnic group? The line that used to divide the "traditional intellec-
tual" from the "organic intellectual" was drawn within the frame-
work of the old, beloved, "modern" class struggle, not along the 
floating and "postmodern" territories of ethnic divisions. And 
when does an intellectual "abandon" his or her constituency? 
When he sets a novel in a social environment outside his "origin"? 
Or when he questions the very notions of "constituency" and 
"origin"? Does he become a "traitor" in doing so? (In O zappatore, 
the famous Neapolitan sceneggiata, the patriarch peasant father 
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says to his son who has joined the Neapolitan leisure life: "Better 
you'd remained a hoer! A hoer does not desert his mother!") 
Verdicchio disregards "the formation of institutionalized 
multiculturalism agencies which require a specific set of themes 
from a writer in order to be qualified as 'ethnic"' (26), but his criti-
cism of institutionalized ethnicism as a "strategy of containment" 
adopted by the dominant culture, although justified, falls short of 
the target. Multiculturalism does not neutralize the "political 
immediacy and [the] collective assemblage of enunciation" 
(Deleuze and Guattari again) since there is no, and there has 
never been, such a thing as "political immediacy." In a society 
where groups are increasingly pressured to define themselves in 
terms of radically narrowed interests, a "collective assemblage of 
enunciation" of which the organic intellectual is the voice is sim-
ply nowhere to be found. As Paolo Valesio has pointed out, of the 
three characteristics of Deleuze and Guattari's "minor" literature, 
only the de-territorialization of language is worth considering 
today, while other claims, especially if they are extrapolated from 
the European context of the seventies, verge on the grotesque. 7 It 
is true, as Verdicchio says, that to present the Association of 
Italian-Canadian Writers as the cultural representative of the 
"Italian community" would be nothing more "than a variation 
upon the rule of state" (30), but there is no "immediate" political 
constituency, outside that of institutionalized multiculturalism, 
waiting to embrace its authors, and it is not reasonable to think 
that such a clear-cut community will be shaped in the near future. 
Furthermore, and at the risk of sounding bourgeois, we have to 
stress that the writer has no responsibility whatsoever toward any 
constituency. A writer signs an untold contract with his/her read-
ership with the clause that literature is not meant to fulfill any 
pre-established expectation on the side of the reader, and that 
each one of the contracting parties has the right to withdraw from 
the deal at any time, either changing the settings or not buying 
the book. 
The selection of essays that Joseph Pivato (a Professor of 
Comparative Literature at Athabasca University in Edmonton, 
Alberta) has collected in Contrasts was originally published in 
1985. Its second, 1991, edition gives us the opportunity to recon-
sider many of the issues that we have been taking on here. In his 
opening essay , "Ethnic Writing and Comparative Canadian 
Literature," Pivato challenges the notion that has circulated 
among many scholars and critics of Canadian literature, accord-
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ing to which Canadian literature is by definition written in 
English or in French, while all other writings belong to their spe-
cific literature and to their language. Against this simplification 
Pivato proposes, as a working definition of ethnic writing in 
Canada, the following one: "A writing that is concerned with the 
meeting of two (or more) cultures in which one of the cultures is 
anglophone or francophone" (30). What is "Canadian literature" 
may be an uncertain subject, but the amount of literary work now 
produced in Canada definitely belongs to more than one (or two) 
cultures and more than one (or two) languages. 8 In "A Literature 
of Exile: Italian Language Writing in Canada," Pivato stresses his 
point with a rhetorical gesture very common in Italian-American 
criticism, to the point of acting as a foundation myth. Pivato con-
nects the literary experience of Italian exiles to the founding fig-
ures of Latin and Italian literature: Aeneas looking for a new 
homeland, Dante exiled from Florence, and Renzo and Lucia 
struggling to return home become the archetypes of every expatri-
ate Italian literature. A difficult relation with an idolized past is 
here at work, and we will return to the matter when discussing 
D' Alfonso's essay and his views on the Italian tradition. In "The 
Italian Writer and Language," Fulvio Caccia chooses to use the 
expression "minority literature" instead of immigrant literature, 
but when he claims to have borrowed the term from the already 
mentioned Deleuze and Guattari essay on Kafka, one can not help 
reminding the reader that litterature mineure or kleine Litteratur-a 
literature of "small nations," as Kafka says-is not necessarily a 
minority literature. Not all small nations are minorities. The con-
fusion brings the author, despite helpful insights on the re-territo-
rialization of languages in the Italian-Canadian experience and on 
Italian as Language of Religion and Return (like Hebrew for the 
Jews), to some awkward references to "Kafka's method" suppos-
edly shared by Kafka and the Quebecois author Rejean Ducharme 
(162-63). Such "method" is allegedly based on an "intensive use of 
language" capable of "disorganizing its own form in order to free 
pure content" (quoted from Deleuze and Guattari) and the elimi-
nation of all metaphors in order to recapture the language of 
Myth and of Return. The conclusion is surprising: "For the Italian 
writing in French, the route chosen by Kafka (which is here bor-
rowed by Ducharme) is without doubt the most interesting one" 
(164). Following this argument one concludes that, since Kafka 
was a "minority writer," he was therefore a "minor" writer. But, 
despite the obvious fact that Kafka was no "minor" writer, what 
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matters is that his relationship to the Jewish community and to 
Yiddish literature and theatre was exactly the opposite of the 
minority writer who identifies with his community. Kafka, for 
reasons that are too intricate and that would place too heavy a 
burden on the shoulders of every minority writer, did not belong. 
It is puzzling to see that, due to the current (and belated) fortuna 
americana enjoyed by Deleuze and Guattari's assessments, Kafka 
is turning into the most unexpected icon of ethnic literary criti-
cism. A faraway saint, speaking through the voices of his bizarre 
spokespersons and not through his own, since not many seem to 
care about who he was and what he really wrote. 
The dawdling between "minor" or "minority" literature 
originates from the double status of ethnic identity having to 
define itself along the lines drawn by the current ruling discursive 
practices. What complicates the matter is that, in a country like 
Canada, these practices are not so powerful either. Canada is one 
of the few countries in the world whose major authors, with the 
exception of Margaret Laurence and a few others, are still alive. 
Pivato refuses Margaret Atwood's claim that Canada as a whole is 
an oppressed or exploited minority. 9 English-speaking Irish immi-
grants in Montreal did not have the same immigrant status of 
Russian Jews in Winnipeg (23). And he has a point. Yet at the core 
of Atwood's statement lies the awareness that Anglo-Saxon or 
French Canadians may be bragging about their identity with the 
newcomers, while at the bottom of their heart they are as insecure 
as any immigrant group. 10 (Roberta Sciff-Zamaro's "Black 
Madonna: A Search for the Great Mother" shows convincingly the 
thematic affinities carved in the mother-daughter relationship 
between Margaret Atwood's Lady Oracle and Frank Paci' s Black 
Madonna.) Actually, Canadian minority writers have the opportu-
nity to challenge the notion of mainstream because they live in a 
country where the foundations of this notion are still shaky. Being 
Italian-Canadian means first of all being Canadian. One has not to 
abandon its own heritage, because Canada is the tribe made of the 
people who once belonged to another tribe. A certain degree of 
literary schizophrenia is probably the price to pay to recognize 
oneself as a Canadian writer, yet skipping the Great Canadian 
Unknown for the illusion of a direct lineage from Italian literature 
is even worse. In their "Death Between Two Cultures: Italian-
Canadian Poetry," Alexandre L. Amprimoz and Sante A. Viselli 
indulge in the most common strategy of escape, the quick com-
parison between the immigrant poem and the Founder Fathers of 
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Italian literature. Every allusion to death becomes a replica of 
Dante's Inferno, every apostrophe follows "a Virgil-Dante relation-
ship" (113), every reference to Tuscany in the poetry of Pier 
Giorgio Di Cicco "alludes to the cities of Dante and Petrarca" 
(115). On commenting Mary Di Michele's poignant poem "How 
to Kill Your Father" Amprimoz and Viselli admit that " the child 
can have an independent life only by ritualistically killing the 
father, and this back in Italy." But then they ask, worriedly: "Does 
this mean rejecting Italy and things Italian? Is there not a danger 
here of committing cultural suicide in order to embrace North 
American values?" (117). A cultural suicide would be committed 
if Italian-Canadian poets, like Di Cicco and Di Michele, refused to 
address the matter (which they did not). Amprimoz and Viselli 
worry that when an "ethnic" writer is accepted into the main-
stream he may have moved "into another realm in which he is no 
longer himself" (118). If Canadian multiculturalism is a strategy 
of containment, Amprimoz and Viselli's is a strategy of self-con-
tainment, pairing exactly the disdained institutionalized multicul-
turalism. As if Italian-Canadian writers lived in a "realm" 
miraculously protected from that bad company known as "main-
stream"! As if they were not writing in English or in French! As if 
they were not as North American as any other North American! 
Your identity, the vestals of multiculturalism warn, may dissolve 
into a context of cultural death. But losing one's own identity is 
not the end of the literature as we know it: it is the beginning. (At 
least Robert Billings, in his "Contemporary Influences on the 
Poetry of Mary di Michele," shows that she has been influenced 
by the Toronto poetry scene of the seventies as well as by Pavese.) 
In "The Road Between: Essentialism. For an Italian Culture 
in Quebec and Canada," Antonio D' Alfonso puts things straight 
when he observes: "Being an Italian is nothing to be frightened of 
or arrogant about. It is a fact of life .. . . You have to become your-
self" (211) because " one is not born an Italian; one becomes an 
Italian; especially when you are not born in Italy" (210). If we 
think that "becoming Italian" was what happened to Marinetti 
and to Ungaretti (both born in Alexandria of Egypt and raised in 
Paris), and that Alberto Savinio and Italo Svevo have never been 
solely Italian, the situation described by D' Alfonso has its coun-
terpart in the Old Country too. D' Alfonso makes it clear that he 
does not believe in assimilation. He is in favor of difference, of 
cultural and individual difference. The voice of an Italian-
Canadian poet, he says, is not like the voice of an English-
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Canadian or a French-Canadian. For that reason, he points out, "if 
Italian writers in Canada and Quebec want to leave their indelible 
traces on our culture they must study and absorb Italian literary 
tradition as well as English and French" (220). Who could dis-
agree? D' Alfonso is right when he says that Italian-Canadian 
writers have to allow their Canadian readership to understand 
the tradition from which they come. In order to make this tradi-
tion understood one has to master it. Learning Italian language 
and literature is therefore a necessary stage of teaching and self-
teaching. But D' Alfonso undermines the complexity that the word 
"tradition" carries on at the end of the 20th century. "Our out-
cries" writes D'Alfonso, "sound like Dido's laments; our verve is 
like Aeneas' s verve and our feasts always have a Circe among the 
guests" (220). It is not so. Not even archetypes can live on their 
own. They must be nourished by constant re-working. 
Modernism has struggled endlessly with myths and gods precise-
ly because of the growing awareness that the "tradition of litera-
ture" had somewhat been broken. Unlike what happens in an 
18th-century pastoral drama, gods do not appear in modern poet-
ry just because they are named. They must be painfully evoked, 
and the language that performs this task is constantly at the risk 
of being lost. Ungaretti is deeply rooted in the "Italian tradition" 
from Jacopone and Petrarca to Leopardi, yet his "Cori di Didone," 
before sounding "like Dido's laments," sound very much like the 
laments of a language that must give birth to itself at every line, 
and where not a single word is taken for granted on the basis of 
its belonging to the tradition. American culture, as Mary Di 
Michele has written, teaches you "how to kill your father." 
Afterwards, you discover that (as Pavese knew very well) you 
have to give birth to your own forefathers and to create your own 
tradition. Unfortunately, ethnicity may be a Postmodern idea, but 
a great amount of ethnic literature (and its criticism) is still pre-
modern, finding its space between folklore and subculture. This is 
not meant to be a merely negative judgment. Subcultures, as artic-
ulated responses of an intellectual or an ethnic minority to the 
challenge of mainstream, are essential to the cultural survival of 
difference, and in our shifting world today's subculture is tomor-
row's mainstream. Yet the question is whether the ideology of 
ethnic literature in the Italian-American context is on the forefront 
or in the background of the evolution of the community. The cul-
ture of the Italian immigrants did not include books, not only 
because they were not literate, but also because (unlike in Jewish 
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and Protestant traditions) the authority on which the Catholic 
Church based its power was more the word of the priest than the 
Bible. For the American-born children of the immigrants literacy 
became synonymous with becoming American, meaning at the 
same time a painful detachment from the oral authority of the 
parents and the need to recreate, in writing, the waning voice of 
orality. Then, in a short span of time, Italian-American culture has 
moved rapidly "from what [Walter J.] Ong labels as primary orali-
ty to literacy to secondary orality-the orality that occurs in the 
electronic media experience." 11 Literature is justly perceived as a 
danger by oral cultures: When the myth becomes a text, you dis-
cover that, well, it is nothing more than a text, and that the multi-
plicity of interpretation will soon replace the authority of the 
recounting voice. A strong oral culture will try anything to con-
tain the corrosive power of literature, and the subliminal message 
that the ethnic writer receives is often: Thou shalt not be different 
from your fathers, and if you deviate from your tradition you will 
have to be accountable for it before the ethnic tribunal of your 
community . An ethnic writer rooted in that short-lived literacy 
whose aim is to recall the fading oral authority of the fathers is 
very likely to submit himself to the command, thus respecting the 
oral subalternity as the true legacy to be passed on to the new 
generations . Either he will endlessly complain that his written 
page is not able to recall the vividness of the lost voices, or he will 
reshape the notion of organic intellectual on an ethnic basis in 
order to fulfill the unspoken injunction of loyalty. It is a serious 
struggle, whose outcome is sometimes neutralization of literature, 
and more often silence. In Marco Micone' s Voiceless People a char-
acter named Nancy says: "I teach teenagers who all have Italian 
names and who have one culture, that of silence. Silence about the 
peasant origin of their parents. Silence about the manipulation 
they're victims of. Silence about the country they live in. Silence 
about the reason of their silence." 12 Silence is a legacy too, perhaps 
the most demanding one. Yet such silence is not specifically 
Italian. In Canada as much as in the United States the key word 
for any immigrant community is "pride." In North America you 
can be proud of your heritage but until you have reached eco-
nomic success you can not be proud of yourself. This is in sharp 
contrast with the rural societies where the greatest values 
bestowed upon the lower classes were humility and resignation, 
and where poverty was more a fate than a failure. Within the 
North American context, silence about the peasant origin of par-
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ents is a North American silence, a strategy of careful shame wait-
ing for the declaration of ethnic pride as its reversal. 13 From 
silence to pride, such is the path of the successful minorities. The 
abovementioned vestals warning ethnic writers not to embrace 
majority values have still to grasp how much the very notion of 
ethnic pride depends upon those feared majority values. This is a 
very delicate point. Pride is a powerful and necessary tool in com-
petitive societies, but when it becomes an ideology it tends to 
replace the simple notion of dignity that every human being 
deserves, regardless of his or her economic success and of his or 
her cultural background. The belief that "if you can't be proud of 
some accomplishments you ain't worth nothing" did not preexist 
the immigration. Neither did the obsessive search for "role mod-
els" and the subsequent desperation when role models fail their 
social performance. Shifting pride from the competitive field of 
accomplishments to the embracing notion of ethnic pride is not 
the solution either. It is pure displacement of the symptom. Ethnic 
pride is often a progressive force, pushing the community to the 
best performance (or what is considered to be the best perfor-
mance within the framework of the majority values); yet its ideol-
ogy has conservative and defensive roots, shaped by the same 
discursive practices that have drawn the boundaries between 
non-ethnic and ethnic communities. Emphasis on ethnicity, with 
its mixture of postmodern and archaic features, is always a con-
servative value, one which communities lean mostly when the 
society is uncertain of its route and the collective identity is 
besieged. 
There is nothing inherently wrong in being conservative. 
Conservatism is sometimes necessary, sometimes poisonous-a 
good or a bad choice according to the different situation in which 
a community finds itself. It is often a testament of love. And eth-
nic literature, in its endless coming to terms with Mom and Dad, 
is essentially an act of love. But, who is writer's Mom, who is 
writer's Dad? The present-day writer can be a revolutionary or a 
reactionary in politics; in the long run, his personal choices do not 
seem to matter very much, since some of the most revolutionary 
literature of the 20th century has been written by conservatives. 
Yet a writer is not allowed to be conservative in literature. He 
must reach a point in his life when he is like Jesus Christ asking 
"Who is this woman?" before his mother. He can not remain a 
child forever, neither of his tradition nor of his community. 
Writers who do not have the strength to question and, when nee-
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essary, abandon their own roots will perhaps find their way in the 
safe havens of institutionalized multiculturalism. Their life will be 
busy and satisfying. Supported and at the same time restrained 
"by the reverence they are accorded by common consent," 14 they 
will produce a large amount of minor literature. But who cares for 
minor literature anymore, other than minor literates? 
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